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Cognitive Labs Summary Report

Ecosystems Unit – 2012-10-08

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to describe and initially interpret the data collected from six participant cognitive lab interviews 
conducted on October 8, 2012 at an east bay middle school.  Three separate types of tasks were included in the protocol: Food Web 
Analysis, Food Web Completion, and Perturbation (Disruption) Scenarios.  This protocol was conducted in a tablet interface, and the 
materials delivered to students on the tablet are shown throughout this report as tables and figures.

With this initial report, I encourage everyone on the Ecosystems team to discuss the findings and draw additional conclusions for unit 
curricula development, as well as potential additional questions to be addressed in near-future cognitive lab protocols.  Additionally, I 
encourage everyone to look at trajectories for each student across tasks in this particular cognitive lab protocol: simply follow any 
student through these pages.

As you do think of additional questions and tasks for future cognitive labs, please add these to the “pilot questions” google doc.  
Thanks!

Participants

Six students were interviewed during this cognitive lab session.  Students were named using a “colored fruit” cycle to protect 
identities.  These students were from both 6th and 8th grade, and the Low-Medium-High ratings were provided by the teacher as a 
judgement of general academic performance.

Red Apple Grade 6 Medium-Low

Yellow Apple Grade 8 High

Green Apple Grade 8 Medium

Blue Apple Grade 6 High

Purple Apple Grade 6 Medium-Low

Red Banana Grade 6 Medium-High
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Food Web Analysis
During the Food Web Analysis phase, several initial questions1 were asked, including:

1. Do you know what an ecosystem is?

2. Can you tell me what this food web represents?

3. What is energy?

4. What do the arrows [in the food web] mean?

5. Can you tell me what a producer is?

6. Can you draw a square around a producer on this food web?

7. Can you tell me what a consumer is?

8. Can you draw a square around a consumer on this food web?

9. Can you show me how energy moves through this ecosystem?

1 In cases where a student provided a simple “yes” response, he/she was prompted to define the object in question (e.g., ecosystem, producer).
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Table 1. Summary of student responses to food web analysis questions

Issue Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana

Define Ecosystem 0 0 0 0 1 2

Food Web Diagram 1 1 0 1 1 1

Understand Energy 2 1 1 2 X X

Food Web Arrows 0 1 0 1 0 1

Define Producer 1 0 0 0 0 0

Identify Producer in Food Web 1 0 0 0 0 0

Define Consumer 0 0 0 1 0 1

Identify Consumer in Food Web 1 1 1 1 1 1

Energy Flow through Food Web 1 1 0 1 1 1

Note: 0 = incorrect response, 1 = partially correct response, 2 = fully correct response, X = question not asked.

Table 1 provides a summary of students' responses to these initial questions.  Of interest is the general pattern of students' lack of 
knowledge about consumers and producers, despite which most were able to identify consumers in the ocean food web (once 
prompted with a definition).

General Energy Flow

Table 2 presents the general energy flow completion of each student (including identification of producers and consumers with 
squares).  One note: in future cognitive labs, different shapes will be used to identify consumers and producers (for easier 
interpretation by the team).  For now, please refer to Table 1 for producer/consumer identification.
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Table 2. General Energy Flow Completion (per Student)

Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple

Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana

While a sample of 6 students isn't enough to start drawing conclusions about patterns, an interesting trend of these diagrams in Table 2 
is that of those students that did make a complete trace of energy flow, they simply traced the arrows.  However, three of the six 
initiated energy flow with the sun.  This is encouraging, I think.
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Specific Energy Flow

Table 3 presents each students' trace of energy flow through the ocean food web direct to the orca.  Students were prompted to “show 
me specifically how energy gets to the orca.”  Students were prompted to specifically use arrows (instead of simple lines).

Table 3. Specific Energy Flow to Orca (per Student)

Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple

Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana
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Again, it's too early to tease out patterns but one trend of note is that no student traced energy to the whale.  This may seem simple 
enough, but I find this evidence encouraging.  Also, it's interesting that most (as opposed to half) of the students started with the sun 
when tracing a specific energy path.  Further, while Yellow Apple switched directionality of arrows, this student justified the different 
directions of arrows based on energy flow versus predation (correctly).

Food Web Completion
Table 4 presents each student's attempt at completing a blank (arrow-free) food web representing a desert ecosystem.  Students were 
prompted that this blank food web represented a desert ecosystem and then asked by me to “please draw arrows to indicated the flow 
of energy in this ecosystem.”  If necessary, students were prompted to remember the previous (ocean) food web diagram – specially 
the arrows connecting species.  If the student did not think aloud during the process of completing the food web diagram, I prompted 
them with a follow up question: “Can you tell me more about why you decided to draw the arrows like that?”

A few trends of note:

• Despite initial confirmation from most of the students that they were familiar with desert ecosystems, they all seemed to 
struggle with completing the arrow-free food web.  Many were confused about “what eats what” or were intimidated by 
particular species (especially insects and arachnids) with which they were unfamiliar.

• With the exception of Red Apple and Purple Apple (both had obvious disconnects between producers and consumers), most 
students did a moderate job completing the food web.

• There were somewhat consistent issues with directionality of arrows, but in each case the student described the relationships as 
this eats that (arrow pointing to eaten species).

• Each of the students struggled with at least one of the plant species due to lack of familiarity.

• With the exception of Red Apple and Green Apple (and even slightly so in those cases) students were generally consistent with 
generating energy from the sun and passing it through the plants as their approach to this activity. 
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Table 4. Arrow-Free Desert Biome Food Web Completion (per Student)

Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple

Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana

Perturbation (Disruption) Scenarios
This section contained three tasks: An ocean population perturbation scenario presented in the traditional blank food web format, and 
two population perturbation scenarios in a temperate forest ecosystem – one between two species and one between four species – over 
the course of five arbitrary time periods.  The ocean task was an attempt to have students chart direct and indirect effects of a 
perturbation throughout the food web (regardless of time), and the forest tasks were attempts to have students chart complex causal 
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chains of a single ecosystem perturbation over time.  The first of these two tasks contained a worked example – a partially completed 
chart (covering two time periods) – to demonstrate the nature and language of these types of time charts.

Ocean Perturbation Scenario

Table 5 presents each student's attempt at completing a perturbation scenario in a blank version of the ocean food web previously 
presented as part of the food web analysis tasks – with the addition of a red line through the shrimp.  A paper version of the completed 
ocean food web (as shown in previous tasks) was held in reserve in case any student became completely “lost” in this perturbation 
task.  In none of the cases was the viewing of this  paper version necessitated.

Students were told: “Let’s go back to the ocean.  Imagine that the shrimp population in the ocean is wiped out, so there are no more 
shrimp in this ocean ecosystem.  Can you draw circles around the species to show which ones would be affected if all the shrimp 
disappeared?”  Once students had drawn circles and put down the stylus, I asked them: “Now – just like in the other diagrams – can 
you draw arrows showing how the circles should be connected based on the flow of energy?”

As evidenced in Table 5, for one reason or another, each of the students struggled with this task – either overcompensating (through a 
shotgun approach) or failing to identify any indirect effects.  Students seemed to have a low-level grasp on the concepts of direct and 
indirect effects of a perturbation, but were unable to effectively map these effects in a blank food web.

I think it's safe to say that this issue of direct-indirect effects of a single food web perturbation warrants closer study at a higher level 
of granularity in the next cognitive lab.
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Table 5. Ocean Perturbation Direct-Indirect Effects Food Web (per Student)

Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple

Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana
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Forest Perturbation: Mini-Problem

Table 6 presents each student's attempt at completing a perturbation 
scenario over five periods of time for a simple predator-prey relationship.  
Each student was shown a paper version of the forest food web, 
emphasizing the predator-prey relationship between elk and wolves (Fig. 1).  
The partially completed time chart (worked example) appeared on the 
tablet.  

Students were first asked: “look at this chart [the worked example], what 
does it mean to you?  With one exception (Red Banana) each student 
required prompting in order to understand this chart.

Students were then told: “Imagine that a lot of elk – but not ALL of them – 
die due to an elk-specific disease,” and then asked, “Can you show what 
would happen to the number of elk and wolves in the ecosystem over the 
next three time periods?”  Most students needed additional prompting to 
complete the chart.

Table 6. Forest Perturbation Mini-Problem Completion (per Student)

Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple

Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana

Figure 1. Forest Food Web, Elk-Wolf Chain Focus
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As evidenced in Table 6, students performed half and half on this task.  Three good performances were Red Banana (perfect answer), 
Yellow Apple (correct relationships, but compressed time), Purple Apple (correct relationships, compressed time, disconnect from 
worked example).

A few more interesting points:

• It's no surprise that Red Banana completed the chart perfectly considering this student's initial understanding of the chart 
without prompting.

• Red Apple said elk population would go up in period three (but drew opposite).  Several other students had similar (singular) 
disagreements between spoken ideas and chart completion.

• Blue Apple mentioned: “if this generation of elk died out, I don’t think there would be a 3, 4, or 5th generation.”  This 
statement is indicative of an emerging trend (similar to other students) that disease (or other damaging perturbations) carry 
across generations of species.

• In the case of Purple Apple an extensive discussion about population change with this student was necessary for understanding 
the chart.  Based on similar (but less egregious) issues discussed with other students – either in explaining the charts or during 
their completion of the charts – it seems as though there is an emerging trend of a general misconception about population 
dynamics in ecosystems.
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Forest Perturbation: Multi-Species (Consumers and Producer)

Table 7 presents each student's attempt at completing a perturbation 
scenario over five periods of time for a more complex food chain 
involving a producer and consumers at the primary, secondary, and 
tertiary trophic levels.  Each student was shown a paper version of 
the forest food web, emphasizing the direct food chain between 
grass, chipmunks, weasels, and lynx (Fig. 2).  The partially blank 
time chart.

Students were first asked: “look at this chart [the worked example], 
what does it mean to you?

Students were then told: “Imagine that a lot of chipmunks – but not 
ALL of them – die due to a chipmunk-only disease,” and then 
asked, “Can you show what would happen to the number of 
chipmunks, weasels, and Lynx – and the amount of grass – in the 
ecosystem over five time periods?”  Students were prompted with a 
“gimme”: I told them that the chipmunk population drop occurred 
in period 1.

Additionally, the protocol allotted space below the chart for 
students to draw their own ideas – in a way that made sense to them 

– if struggles to fill the empty chart reached an impasse.  None of the students reached this level of struggle.

Figure 2. Forest Food Web, Grass <-> Lynx Chain Focus
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Table 7. Forest Perturbation Multi-Species Completion (per Student)

Red Apple Yellow Apple Green Apple

Blue Apple Purple Apple Red Banana

As evidenced in Table 7, with the exception of Green Apple, each of the students charted the initial predator chain perfectly: less 
chipmunks means a decrease in the weasel population, which in turn means a decrease in the lynx population.  Most students struggled 
with the inclusion of producers in the complex causal chain, yet two did fairly well, Red Banana (no surprise) and Yellow Apple 
(surprisingly so).  Otherwise, no real emerging trends here, just chaos.  Again, closer study at a higher level of granularity in the next 
cognitive lab.
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Cognitive Lab Wrap-Up
Two separate questions were posed to students as a conclusion step for the cognitive lab interview process:

1. Is there anything you were thinking about in the back of your mind that you didn’t get to say as you were working on the 
activities?

2. Also, was there anything you found really confusing or difficult about the stuff you saw on the tablet?

Additional Thoughts

Red Apple mentioned: “killer whales might eat other animals, but if they eat too much they might have to migrate to find more food.”  
This is the only student that mentioned anything about adaptation in species.

Yellow Apple discussed the population time charts having “never done before...so kind of confusing.”  The student stated further, “...if 
I had learned all this, I would have been able to do it a lot better.”  I'm not exactly sure what the “this” refers to, but I believe it was in 
reference to the process of mapping complex causal chains over time periods, and not ecosystem perturbations in general.  However, 
further discussion with the student uncovered the following comment, that the “...worked example gave [student] an idea, but [student] 
still didn’t know what to do because I haven’t learned about food chains yet [in school].”  This is an interesting point about motivation 
and self-regulation in science learning.

Blue Apple noted “...didn’t really know a lot about this stuff.  Energy –  not really familiar with it.  Hard time with sun, all I could 
figure out was grass getting energy from sun –  wasn’t sure about the rest of them.”  This was all said despite the fact that this student 
performed much batter – indicating an under evaluation of the student in the perception of their own knowledge and skills in this 
domain of science.

Also of note: Red Banana did not reach this stage of the protocol due to the class period ending.

Technological Issues

Most students didn't have any issues with the use of the tablet platform.  And students that did have comments in this section seem to 
have construed “screen content” as difficulty with the content of the materials, not the interaction with content on screen.

With that in mind, Red Apple “didn’t understand the elk and wolf chart” until it was explained.

Purple Apple had a little bit of trouble – understanding how ecosystems work.
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